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We are a new group established in September 2006. The recent facilities we built are an 
optics/microfluidics laboratory including custom-made femtosecond laser  microsurgery, two-
photon imaging and optical tweezer technologies, microfluidic instrumentation and research 
microscopes; a wet lab for molecular biology, polymer chemistry, and microfluidic assembly; and 
a tissue room for culturing cell lines, primary neurons as well as embryonic stem cell derived 
neurons. 
 
 
Project 1. On-chip High-throughput Small-Animal Screening Technology 
 
The goal of this project is to develop high-throughput technologies to perform genome-wide 
genetic and drug screens on the small-animal model called C. elegans.  
 
Existing large vertebrate animal models currently cannot be used in high-throughput assays for 
rapid identification of new genes and drug targets because of the size and complexity of the 
instrumentation with which these models are studied. In recent years, the advantages of using 
small invertebrate animals as model systems for human disease have become increasingly 
apparent, and have resulted in two Nobel Prizes in Physiology and Medicine during the last five 
years for studies conducted on the nematode C. elegans. The availability of a wide array of 
species-specific genetic techniques, along with the worm’s transparency, and its ability to grow in 
minute volumes make C. elegans an extremely powerful model organism. 
 
However, since the first studies on C. elegans in the early 1960s, little has changed in how 
scientists manipulate this tiny organism by manually picking, sorting, and transferring individual 
worms. As a result, large-scale assays such as mutagenesis and RNAi screens (1-3) can take 
months or even years to complete manually. Currently, high-throughput C. elegans assays are 
performed by adapting techniques developed for screening cell lines, such as flow-through 
sorters and microplate readers (4-6). Due to the significant limitations of these methods, high-
throughput small-animal studies either have to be dramatically simplified before they can be 
automated or cannot be conducted at all. 
 
We recently developed the key components of the first integrated, whole-animal, high-throughput 
sorting and large-scale screening platform for drug and genetic assays with sub-cellular 
resolution using microfluidic devices. Although microfluidics have previously been used to 
perform novel assays on C. elegans, so far research has been limited to specific applications 
such as generation of oxygen gradients (7), worm culturing/monitoring during spaceflight (8),  
optofluidic imaging (9) and maze exploration (10). We have designed three microfluidic devices 
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that can be combined in various configurations to allow a multitude of complex high-throughput 
assays: 1. a small-animal sorter for sorting live animals according to sub-cellular features, 2. an 
array of microfluidic chambers for simultaneous incubation, immobilization, sub-cellular-resolution 
imaging and independent screening of many animals on a single chip, and 3. a microfluidic 
interface to large-scale multi-well-format libraries that also functions as a multiplexed animal 
dispenser. 

 
The microfluidic devices that we fabricated consist of flow and control layers made from flexible 
polymers (11). The flow-layers contain micro-channels for manipulating C. elegans, immobilizing 
them for imaging, and delivery of media and reagents. The flow-layers also contain micro-
chambers for incubating the animals. The control-layers consist of micro-channels that when 
pressurized, flex a membrane into the flow channels, blocking or redirecting the flow (12). 
Animals in the flow lines can be imaged through a transparent glass substrate. 
 

On-Chip High-Throughput Sorting 

 
Fig 1. Microfluidic worm-sorter layout and operation. The sorter consists of control channels and valves 
(grey) that direct the flow of worms in the flow channels in different directions. The valves are labeled with 
the letters “A” through “F” in the layout, and the actuation order of valves is listed in the table. A value of 1 
represents an open valve, while a value of 0 represents a closed valve, as illustrated in the bottom-left box. 
The steps taken to sort each worm are as follows: “CLEAN”: The immobilization chamber is cleaned, 
“CAPTURE”: A worm is captured in the chamber by suction via the top channel while the lower suction 
channels are inactive, “WASH”: The chamber is washed to flush any other worms in the chamber (blue line) 
towards the waste or the circulator, “ISOLATE”: The chamber is isolated from all of the channels, 
“IMMOBILIZE”: The worm is released from the top suction channel, and is restrained by the lower suction 
channels, The image acquisition and processing are performed, “COLLECT”: The worm is either collected or 
directed to the waste, depending on its phenotype. 

 
 

Sorters enable rapid selection of organisms with phenotypes of interest for a variety of assays 
including genetic and drug screens, and also for reducing phenotypic variability in large-scale 
assays. Existing small-animal sorters such as the BIOSORT/COPAS machine use a flow-through 
technique similar to the fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) technology. These systems can 
capture and analyze only one-dimensional intensity profiles of the animals being sorted, and as a 
result, three-dimensional cellular and sub-cellular features cannot be resolved (13). To address 
this problem, and to achieve on-chip integration, we have developed the animal sorter shown in 
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Fig. 1. Animals enter the chip through the inlet channel, and can be continuously re-circulated. A 
single worm is captured in an immobilization chamber via suction by a micro-channel held at a 
low pressure. The use of a single suction channel eliminates the problem of simultaneously 
capturing multiple animals. While the captured animal is held in the immobilization chamber, all 
the other animals in the chamber are removed by flushing with media from a side channel. This 
step ensures that only a single animal is isolated even when the concentration of worms is high. 
The animals that are flushed in our present design could be recirculated for screening if needed. 
Next, valves are closed to isolate the chamber containing the single worm from the rest of the 
chip. The captured worm is then released from the single suction channel and re-captured by an 
array of suction channels to restrain it in a straight position. At this stage, the worm can be 
imaged through the transparent glass substrate using high-resolution optics for phenotype 
analysis (Fig. 2). The chip is designed to allow both morphological details and fluorescence 
markers to be detected with white-light and epi-fluorescence imaging with sub-cellular resolution 
(Fig. 2). 3D cross-sectioning by two-photon microscopy could also be used at the expense of 
sorting speed. Following image acquisition and processing, the captured worm can be released 
and directed to the appropriate collection channels according to its phenotype. A movie showing 
the device operation is available at www.rle.mit.edu/yanik/. 
 

Fig 2. (a) Image of the on-chip sorter described in Fig. 1 (scale bar 500μm). (b) A single worm is shown 
trapped by multiple suction channels. A combined white-light and fluorescence image is taken by a cooled 
CCD camera (Roper Scientific) with 6.5μm pixels and a 100ms exposure time through a 0.45 NA 10x 
objective lens with (Nikon). mec-4::GFP-expressing touch neurons and their processes are clearly visible 
(scale bar 10μm). (c) The touch neurons PLML/R and ALML/R (L, left; R, right) extend processes along the 
anterior and posterior half of the worm and contribute to mechanosensation in these regions. The cell bodies 
are shown as black dots. 

 
 

The microfluidic chips have flow and control layers, and are permanently bonded onto glass 
substrates to allow optical access. Flow layers are made by casting a room-temperature-
vulcanizing dimethylsiloxane polymer (RTV615, GE Silicones) using a mold consisting of a 
patterned layer of positive photoresist (SIPR-7123, Shin-Etsu) on a silicon wafer. Flow-layer 
channels are 250-500μm wide, and 80-110μm high. The channels are rounded by reflowing the 
developed photoresist at 150°C. In the current design, the flow layer is made from a mold with a 
single photoresist layer that defines suction channels that are 40μm high and 50μm wide after 
reflow, which allows capturing of adult worms. In order to capture juvenile worms, a two layer 
photoresist mold could be used to make smaller suction channels. Control layers are made by 
casting from a mold consisting of a patterned layer of negative photoresist (SU-8 2075, 
Microchem) on a silicon wafer. Control channels are 70-80μm high, and the membrane that 
separates the two layers is 10-20μm thick. PDMS chips cost significantly less than current flow-
through animal-screening machines, and can be easily incorporated into a variety of microscopy 
systems. 
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The speed of the sorter depends on the actuation speed of the valves, the concentration of 
animals at the input, the flow speed of the worms, and the image acquisition and processing 
times. The technique of immobilizing worms by lowering pressure in a micro-channel is fast 
because the actuation speed of the valves is less than 30 milliseconds. Due to the continuous re-
circulation at the input, animals can be flowed at high concentration without clogging the chip. 
The speed of image acquisition and recognition of sub-cellular features is fundamentally limited 
by the fluorescence signal-to-noise ratio and the complexity of the features being recognized. The 
entire worm can be imaged in a single frame using a low magnification, high-NA objective lens. 
Cellular and sub-cellular features (touch-neuron axons etc.) can be detected by wide-field epi-
fluorescence where the exposure times are limited by the brightness of the fluorescent markers. 
Using a cooled CCD camera, we are able to perform image acquisition at speeds exceeding one 
frame every hundred milliseconds when imaging neurons labeled with green fluorescent protein 
(GFP). As a result of these features, this design can allow sorting of worms at high speeds.  

 
Large-Scale Time-Lapse Assays with Sub-cellular Resolution 

 
Time-lapse imaging is important for a variety of assays including drug and genetic screens. 
Currently, high-throughput time-lapse studies on small animals are done in multi-well plates by 
automated fluorescence microplate readers (4). Since the animals swim inside the wells, only 
average fluorescence is obtained from each well, and cellular and sub-cellular details cannot be 
imaged. Although anesthesia can be used to immobilize the animals, they cannot be kept under 
anesthesia for more than a few hours, and cannot be anesthetized frequently. Furthermore, the 
effect of anesthesia on many biological processes remains uncharacterized. Another limitation of 
current multi-well plates is the loss of animals that occurs during media exchange. To address 
these problems, we designed the microfluidic-chamber device shown in Fig. 3a for worm 
incubation and for continuous imaging at sub-cellular resolution. Sorted worms can be delivered 
to the chambers by opening valves via multiplexed control lines as described in (14). The 
pressure in the control lines is switched on and off with external electronically controlled valves 
(Numatics TM series actuators). Since the number of control lines required to independently  

address N incubation chambers scales only with log(N) (14), micro-chamber chips based on this 
design can be readily scaled for large-scale screening applications. Due to the millimeter scale of 
the micro-chambers, hundreds of micro-chambers could be integrated on a single chip. Each 
incubation chamber contains posts arranged in an arc. To image animals, a flow is used to push 
the animals towards the posts (Fig. 3b-3c). This flow restrains the animals for sub-cellular 
imaging. The circular arrangement of the posts reduces the size of the chambers, and also 
positions the animals in a well-defined geometry to reduce the complexity and processing time of 
image recognition algorithms. The media in the chambers can be exchanged through the 
microfluidic channels for complex screening strategies. Thus, precisely timed exposures to 
biochemicals (e.g. drugs/RNAi) can be performed, which is useful both for identifying 
mechanisms that rely on the action of more than one compound, and for combinatorial assays 
involving multiple drug targets. The use of microfluidic technology also reduces the cost of whole-
animal assays by reducing the required volumes of compounds. 
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Fig 3. Micro-chamber chip for large-scale screening. (a) Inputs to the chambers are controlled through 
multiplexed control lines and valves. The same inputs can be used to deliver both worms and compounds by 
flushing the lines with clean media (scale bar 500μm). (b) A special micro-chamber geometry that consists of 
circularly arranged micro-posts can be used to restrain the worms quickly in a well defined geometry without 
using anesthetics by applying a gentle flow (scale bar 250μm). (c) High-resolution images can be taken 
through the glass substrate of the chip. The GFP-labeled fluorescent touch-neuron image was taken with a 
white-light background to show a micro-post (scale bar 25μm). (Images are taken in different devices using 
stereo and inverted fluorescence microscopes) 

 
 

Microfluidic Multi-Well-Plate Interface Chip for Compound-Library Delivery and Multiplexed 
Animal Dispensing 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig 4. Design for delivery of compounds from standard multi-well plates to microfluidic devices. A 
microfluidic chip loads compounds from 96/384 well plates by aspiration through micro-bore tubing. A 
microfluidic multiplexer circuit directs one compound at a time to a serial output, which can be connected to 
our micro-chamber screening chip. The micro-chamber chips each have a similar multiplexer circuit [14] to 
sort and deliver compounds to individual chambers. 

 
 

Interfacing microfluidics to existing large-scale RNAi and drug libraries in standard multi-well 
plates represents a significant challenge. It is impractical to deliver compounds to thousands of 
micro-chambers on a single chip through thousands of external fluidic connectors. To address 
this problem, we designed the microfluidic interface chip shown in Fig. 4. The device consists of 
an array of aspiration tips that can be lowered into the wells of micro-well plates. The chip is 
designed to allow minute amounts of library compounds to be collected from the wells by suction, 
routed through multiplexed flow lines one at a time, and delivered to the single output of the 
device. The output of the interface chip could then be connected to our microfluidic-chamber 
device for sequential delivery of compounds to each micro-chamber. Combining this multi-well-
plate interface chip with existing robotic multi-well-plate handlers will allow large libraries to be 
delivered to microfluidic chips. The same device could also be used to dispense worms into multi-
well plates, simply by running it in reverse. 
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Large-scale Integration and Assay Strategies 

 
Fig 5. Possible combinations of our microfluidic technologies for large-scale high-throughput assays. (a) 
High-speed phenotype screens (ex: following genetic mutagenesis) can be performed at cellular or sub-
cellular resolution by cascading the microfluidic sorter with the multi-well dispenser. (b) Large-scale 
RNAi/drug screens can be performed by delivering standard multi-well-plate libraries to the microfluidic 
screening chambers via the multi-well interface chips. 
 
 
Since our sorter and micro-chambers are designed to immobilize and release animals repeatedly 
in less than one hundred milliseconds, the on-chip screening technology that we introduced here 
will allow high-throughput whole-animal assays at sub-cellular resolution and with time-lapse 
imaging. It will be possible to automate a variety of assays by combining our devices in different 
configurations: Mutagenesis screens could be performed using our microfluidic sorter in 
combination with our microfluidic dispenser to dispense sorted animals at high speeds into the 
wells of multi-well plates (Fig. 5a). Large-scale RNAi and drug screens with time-lapse imaging 
could be performed by combining our sorter, integrated micro-chambers, and multi-well-plate 
interface chips as shown in Fig. 5b: Although C. elegans is self-fertilizing, and has perhaps the 
lowest phenotypic variability among multi-cellular organisms (4), variations among assayed 
animals are still present, reducing the robustness of current large-scale screens. Sorting 
technology can be used to select animals with similar phenotypes (such as fluorescent marker 
expression levels) prior to large-scale assays to significantly reduce initial phenotypic variations 
(Fig. 5b) (4,15). Our micro-chamber technology could be used with feature-extraction algorithms 
to screen thousands of animals on a single chip. An interface to multi-well plates can be used to 
deliver large compound libraries to our micro-chambers. 
 
 
Project 2. Study of neural regeneration in the small-animal model C. elegans using 
femtosecond laser nano-surgery  

 
Recently, we demonstrated femtosecond-laser microsurgery in C. elegans as a precise and 
reproducible injury model to study neural degeneration and regeneration in vivo (16,17). Since C. 
elegans is a genetically amenable organism, we will study factors affecting neural degeneration 
and regeneration following injury, for the first time on entire genome scale. We have recently built 
three femtosecond laser microsurgery setups (Fig. 6). The immobilization technique described in 
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Project 1 will allow us to hold the worms still during such precision microsurgical operations, and 
perform time-lapse imaging at sub-cellular resolution following surgery.  
 

Fig 6. Femtosecond laser microsurgery setup we recently built. 
 
 
We are also developing automation, pattern recognition and image analysis algorithms to 
automate and quantify our studies. Fig. 7 shows a feature-extracted image of a worm acquired at 
cellular resolution after performing femtosecond-laser microsurgery. Time series of such images 
could be used to measure growth-cone movement rates, the direction of outgrowth relative to the 
original trajectory, and the degree of branching for high-throughput, whole-animal studies of 
neural degeneration and regeneration following injury. Since the immobilized animals are 
physiologically active and not anesthetized, their neural activity patterns can potentially be 
imaged at cellular resolution using genetically encoded optical probes. 
 
 

Fig 7. Femtosecond-laser microsurgery of axons. Left panel: Fluorescence images of mec4::GFP-labeled 
touch neurons (ALMR, ALML, AVM). Femtosecond-laser microsurgery is performed on the target process 
with 100fs, 3nJ pulses at a repetition rate of 80MHz. Right panel: Cell bodies and neural processes identified 
after edge detection and feature extraction (scale bar 5μm). Color coding shows individual cell bodies, 
neural processes, and the laser cut.  Feature extraction was performed by thresholding to first identify 
cellular features and then, combined with a Canny edge detection algorithm, to identify the outline of neural 
processes. 
 
 
Project 3. Rapid Generation of Complex Neural Circuits and Scaffolds 
  
We are currently developing technologies for rapid generation of complex neural circuits and 
scaffolds in 2- and 3-dimensions. 
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